PROFESSIONAL PROVIDER’S CONFERENCE

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 2017  9:00 am- 5:30 pm

9:00 am -9:15 am  WELCOME AND OPENING COMMENTS

9:15 am-10:30 am  “Mental Health and Problem Behaviors in PWS: From Assessment to Intervention”
                   Dr. Tony Holland

10:30 am-10:45 am  Morning break

10:45 am- 11:20 am  “Managing Rectal Picking in the Residential Setting”
                    Lynn Garrick and Falone Schulz

11:20 am- 12:00 pm  “Families and Providers Working Together”  BJ Goff Ed.D

12:00 pm-1:00 pm  Lunch

1:00 pm-1:45 pm  Gastronomy, Uniform , Transformation - “How to Implement the Science of Good Eating into our Residents’ Diet”  Marguerite Rupnow and Barb Butler

1:45 pm- 2:30 pm  “Transforming a Residential Program with Positive Behavioral Supports”
                   Lee Chamberlain

2:30 pm- 2:45 pm  Afternoon break

2:45 pm-4:45 pm  Roundtable Group Discussions—six topics, 20 minutes each
                   1. Managing a New Generation of Staff
                   2. Behavior, Behavior, Behavior
                   3. Food-related Issues
                   4. Supports to Older Adults with PWS
                   5. Community Advocacy and Social Media
                   6. Conversations and Controversy about Fading Restrictive Measures

4:45 pm-5:15 pm  Facilitators Report Out - of key round table discussion points to entire audience

5:15 pm-5:30pm  Evaluations/Wrap Up